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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Fifty-Sixth Day: Thursday, February 15, 2018 
Post Time: 12:30 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 542*-157-105-78—29%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #8 So Hi Socitey (Ire) (9th race)—3-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #1 Salsa Rita (10th race)—10-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)ARIEL B: In snug for $16K in first try vs. winners; tractable first 1/8th   
(#5)RAGAZZA DI PAPA: Two-pronged class drop on point; tighter this time 
(#7)MISS LAMBORGHINI: Last is better than it looks on paper; 10-1 M.L. 
(#6)SECRET RECIPE: 3 lengths off next-out winner in last; has tactical foot 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-7-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)BODY HIGH: 7-panels hits her between the eyes; tough beat for $16K  
(#7)DRA. PADILLA: Like the cutback to 7F; big improvement with blinkers 
(#5)EMAIL: Fits for a $16,000 price tag; wide draw, trip hurt in last start 
(#2)ROCKET QUEEN: Fits well for $16K; will appreciate the cutback to 7F 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-5-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)R LIMO JOE: Speed of the speed, horse for course; turf-to-dirt on point  
(#1)RANGER IN PARADISE: Penchant for place money; third off the shelf 
(#2)SAUCY DON: Will love the cutback to six-panels; start away from best? 
(#5)TOWN POLICY: Placed in 12-of-18 starts lifetime; loves the show dough 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-2-5 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)UNTRUTHFUL SONNET: Love the 2-turn stretch out; snug fit for $20K 
(#2)JEREMIAH JEWEL: Woke up for $20K on the grass; third off sidelines 
(#9)LEDECKY: Marked improvement on the turf; bay has plenty of upside 
(#1)ALEXANDRA’S JOY: Closer has a useful late kick; needs honest splits 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-9-1 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)STORMBEAM: Impressed in first start on a “fast” main track; in light  
(#2)SARAHTHEQUEENBEE: Placed in 60% of GP starts; double-dip drop 
(#6)PROPER PRINCESS: Rough trip in last outing; gets a “fast” strip today 
(#5)POOPSIE DOOPSIE: All dressed up but nowhere to go in last; 5-1 M.L.   
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-6-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#6)CAPTAIN BOBER: Split field of 10 on debut; improvement in the cards  
(#3)LOVEWORHSIPSPEACE: Has improved for new outfit; hood “off” noted 
(#4)IRWIN: Hooks a soft crew for $20,000; liking the blinkers “off” move 
(#2)IL BIONDO: Dirt-to-turf suits, been training forwardly; exits “live” heat 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-4-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)GORGEOUS KITTEN: Massive class drop for Maker; holds all the aces  
(#1)ERASMO’S DREAM: Has sharp form in the claiming ranks—overlay? 
(#7)ADONIS CREED(FR): Has never run poorly for a tag; likes GP weeds 
(#9)FIRE ON FIRE: Chestnut has been facing better stock; 15-1 on the M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-7-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)THREE ILLUSIONS: Placed in 8-of-10 in Hallandale Beach; handy filly  
(#2)WHAT ABOUT TONIGHT: Like the cutback to a 1-turn mile; blinks “on” 
(#3)RAGING TOWN: Filly has never missed the tri on dirt; tries winners 
(#4)LONGSTOCKING: Good effort in off-the-turf heat last time; tighter here 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-3-4 
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RACE NINE 
(#8)SO HI SOCIETY(IRE): Debuts for Brown with Lasix; faces a soft crew  
(#4)BERNADETTA: First turf, two-turn stretch out the answer for TAP? 
(#1)CARAMEL MARTINI: More in touch with the pace on the stretch out 
(#5)PASS IT ON: Shuffled back, re-rallied to win in GP turf debut; 2nd Lasix 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-1-5 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#1)SALSA RITA: Sharp dirt form; barn hits at a 60% strike rate off claim  
(#3)TWO TIMING GIRL: Toss last in slop; aired in lone start on “fast” strip 
(#6)STROLL ACTION: Tactical speedster is at her best on a “fast” racetrack 
(#7)OPTIMISTIC SHOT: Broke maiden for a $12,500 tag; needs clean start 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-6-7 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#4)LEROIDS MOMMIE: Improved in each start off claim; sitting on a win?  
(#5)HOLD THAT KITTEN: She’s tractable— tends to provide value on tote 
(#10)LINDA NIN: Like the two-turn stretch-out; third start of form cycle 
(#1)DOINTHEWATUSI: Heading the right way for Gaffney; 6-1 on the M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-10-1 
 
 
* Selections not posted Friday, January 26-Sunday, January 28, 2018, 
and Saturday, February 3, 2018 
 
 
 


